AUTHENTICATE
Single-step Passwordless MFA
Winner of the 2021 Australian Technologies Competition
and InnovationAus awards for cybersecurity.

Safe. Simple. Secure.
In a world beset by data breaches, the traditional password is leaving your
organisation and customers vulnerable to exploitation.
Only Haventec Authenticate provides a genuinely passwordless technology that
completely eliminates passwords, shared secrets and friction.
By reimagining authentication – from a central record of passwords to a
decentralised identity and a genuinely private secret – enterprises can rethink how
they build trust with their customers.

Build secure experiences at scale
With Haventec Authenticate, your users will enjoy exceptionally secure yet beautifully
simple user authentication across web and mobile applications.
Our solutions include:
§

Passwordless customer authentication
Enable powerful customer authentication on any device. Enhance security and
fast-track the adoption of MFA across your customer base by leveraging our
internationally patented single-step MFA technology.

§

Passwordless employee authentication
Add passwordless authentication capability to your existing identity
infrastructure and make the most of your current investment. Haventec
Authenticate integrates with solutions from OKTA, Ping, Auth0 and Microsoft.

§

Passwordless SSO for enterprise applications
Take back control of your IT perimeter and enterprise applications. Haventec
Authenticate’s intuitive admin portal supports rapid on-boarding of
applications and provides your users with a unified, consistent and secure
access experience.

Award winning innovation

Haventec Authenticate is different
Authenticate breaks access to your identity into multiple parts, separating them
across multiple locations. Two sets of keys are changed and re-encrypted for every
Authenticate transaction.
When using Authenticate to access a digital service, the user simply enters a secret
[this secret is never stored anywhere]. Authenticate eliminates operational risk as it
does not require a central credentials store to be maintained, unlike other “passwordfree” offers in the market that simply substitute a password for another factor, but
continue to store the password centrally.

Benefits to your business:
§

Leverage multi-factor protection without multi-factor friction

§

Ensure speed to market whilst delivering superior authentication experience

§

Decentralise storage of digital identities to enhance privacy and minimise risk

§

Move beyond brittle and costly password-based authentication

§

Mitigate against credential stuffing, phishing and social engineering

§

Add passwordless MFA to legacy systems and existing identity infrastructure

§

Enable a single pane of glass for managing users and enterprise applications

§

Satisfy MFA requirements for compliance mandates

See Haventec Authenticate in action.
Visit our website to book a demo: www.haventec.com
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